The new year, 1988, must witness a renewed commitment in the Church of the Nazarene to our quadrennial theme—“That the World May Know.” The good news is that 1987 witnessed a record number of new Nazarenes being introduced to Christ and the church. We are right on schedule in our march to “One Million Nazarenes by 1995.”

Jesus’ prayer in John 17, which includes the words of our theme, also emphasizes the critical importance of integrating both new and old Nazarenes into a happy and holy unity in the family of God. Four times in verses 21-23 He prays “that they may be one.” Only then will a lost world know that the Father has loved it and sent His Son to save it.

Bonding is a contemporary term being widely used by psychologists and social scientists. It describes the process by which unity is achieved. But it is nothing new. The Holy Scriptures have spoken of it for centuries. In Ephesians 4:3 Paul admonishes these new Christians to “keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.” The Holy Spirit was poured out on the disciples who followed Jesus’ instructions to wait in the Upper Room until the Comforter came. On the Day of Pentecost, after 10 days of prayerful tarrying, Acts 2:1 tells us that these 120 people were “with one accord in one place.” Though they were from a variety of cultural backgrounds, praying together had sublimated their individual differences to a beautiful spiritual unity. This produced a climate conducive to the baptism of the Holy Spirit.

After the fresh infilling of the Spirit, recorded in Acts 4:31, “those who believed were of one heart and one soul [and] they had all things in common” (v. 32, NKJV). Their world sat up and took notice of this happy and holy unity that characterized the Body of Christ. And this bonding brought about a pervasive peace that surpassed all human understanding.

Then in Colossians 3:14 the apostle urges believers to “put on love, which is the bond of perfection” (NKJV). Perfect love is the perfect bond! No other adhesive is strong enough to bind the followers of Christ together in the oneness for which our Savior prayed.

If we are to make a meaningful impact on our world in the year that lies ahead, we must settle for nothing less than an outpouring of the Holy Spirit in Pentecostal proportions that will produce this bonding. An atmosphere of peace and love will be the blessed by-product of this spiritual unity. Then we can testify truthfully—

We are one in the bond of love;
We have joined our spirits with the Spirit of God.
We are one in the bond of love.

Then, and only then, can we unitedly give ourselves to the common cause—“That the World May Know.”
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I
n 1968 I was chosen to serve on a Student Mission Corp team (now YOUTH IN MISSION) to Guatemala. SMC, created in 1967, was the product of a generation that inspired the peace corps and youth political activism. Waiting to leave for our mission training camp in Kankakee, Ill., I remember watching a late-night speech by Robert Kennedy. I later sat stunned as I heard he had been shot in a Los Angeles hotel. My immediate thought was that the deaths of the Kennedys (Robert and previously John) was the end of an era, but in reality it was just the beginning of a youth movement that demanded accountability from its government, while also willing to accept responsibility.

I'm thankful for the summer I spent in Guatemala. It convinced me that missionary service was not for me. I knew that I would go only if God would appear to me visibly, slap me around, and brand on my forehead “Send to Botswana.” Don't get me wrong. I fell in love with missionaries like the Heaps, the Wilsons, and the Hudsons. And I left with a whole lot of admiration for their work. My heart went out to the people of that country, and I knew I would be back. I didn't know when or how, but I knew deep down inside God would bring me back.

In 1972 I went to my first assignment as a youth minister. I organized the obligatory parties, “fifth quarters,” youth choirs, and Bible studies. But then I tried something no one was ready for. I didn’t know when or how, but I knew deep down inside God would bring me back.

In 1972 I went to my first assignment as a youth minister. I organized the obligatory parties, “fifth quarters,” youth choirs, and Bible studies. But then I tried something no one was ready for. I’ll never forget the looks of both parents and teens when I first announced plans for a teen mission trip to Guatemala.

“You’re going to take our teens where?” “Are you out of your mind?” I had some dads who were not going to let their daughters go to a country that sounded like a chip dip. And even though, over the years, I have proven that I am indeed out of my mind, I never regretted taking those teens, or the other groups that followed, to minister in world areas.

Over the years (and about a dozen mission trips down the road), I've had those who would ask, “Why do you have to go somewhere else to have a significant ministry? Aren't there enough needs here at home?”

Of course, in many world areas the needs are 10 times greater than those in one's own country. The ratio of Christian workers to a country's population is far bleaker in the third world than in many others. Simple logistics say we can't do enough for our world neighbors.

For the teens, the promise of faraway places seems glamorous. Going somewhere they've never been before adds mystery to the event. And if you stay home there is the problem of trying to be a minister around people who know you. Prophets, especially young prophets, are often without honor in their own country.

It was interesting to watch teens this last summer at Nazarene Youth Congress. Many, far away from home, got involved in inner-city projects while in Washington, D.C. And even though these mission trips would only last an afternoon, they became the highlight for many Congress participants who experienced in those few short hours a selflessness that was life-changing. Even more interesting, after those
teens headed back, we found that their attitude toward their own community would change. Not content with being a part of the solution while away from home, and part of the problem while at home, teens started to see that missionary work doesn’t begin at home, it begins with Christ. Wherever Christ is, that’s where service begins.

Share His Spirit with the Nation, this year’s denominational Youth Week emphasis, is not a change in strategy. It is not a move toward nationalism, forgetting the many needs around the world. Instead, Share His Spirit with the Nation is simply a reminder that we are responsible to make a difference where we live. It is not a focus on the nation to the exclusion of world needs, but a way to make teens aware that there are many ways to affect and change their own society. After mission trip experiences to world areas and major metropolitan centers, there is still the call for hearts that are sensitive to people in need of help, no matter where they are. Thank God for a church that has a young people’s organization like Nazarene Youth International that has always believed that its earthly mission has been, is, and always will be to Share His Spirit.

BY GARY SIVEWRIGHT
Director of NYI Ministries at international headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri.

AND I?
Only a homely, helpless, bulging, earthbound caterpillar monotonously crawling along day after day. How could it know what God intended?

—GERALDINE NICHOLAS
Edmonton, Alberta

EQUIPPING YOUTH

In a 30-day period of time I saw three mighty demonstrations of the eagerness of youth to be equipped to share the Spirit of Christ. I saw it being demonstrated in the Nazarene Youth Congress in Washington, D.C., where hundreds of Nazarene youth committed themselves to Christ, to the Body of Christ, and to the challenge of world evangelization. There were 4,000 of them, wonderful Nazarene young people, who demonstrated unusual commitment in community service projects throughout the Washington, D.C., area.

I saw this willingness demonstrated a few days later in two waves of youth participation in Mexico City, the world’s largest city. Youth in Mission, under the supervision of Dale Fallon, deployed 50 well-trained young college people to impact that great city in new missionary projects. They held Bible schools where sometimes 200 to even 400 children were in attendance. Altogether more than 5,000 children were touched by the Vacation Bible Schools. There were street meetings, evangelistic campaigns, personal witnessing; all a demonstration of total commitment.

The second wave of youthful evangelistic effort was Encounter ’87 led by Bob Bolton. This was an even larger and more diverse number of young people who worked with the 19 established churches in Mexico City to do evangelism, nurturing, discipling, and missionary outreach to this great city. Even though there were language and cultural barriers, Nazarene youth demonstrated to Mexican Nazarenes a complete devotion to Christ.

Our international youth leaders are now calling Nazarene youth to personal involvement to “share His Spirit with the nation.” If your local church wants to be involved in “changing our world,” begin here . . . with the equipping of young people. They are eager to share His Spirit with the nation.

To equip is to provide whatever is needed for the anticipated service. If we do equip our young to “share His Spirit with the nation,” we will accomplish a great objective. But what does this assignment mean within the context of your local church and community? Could it mean providing basic biblical understanding of Christ and the Holy Spirit? Or could it mean providing an understanding of the realness of Christ’s Spirit on an experiential basis? I believe that it could include a counseling/consulting service to the young. It certainly includes consistency in modeling the Spirit of Christ by older people and peers alike. Could this equipping include a grounding in understanding of human need? We could go on a search to identify human needs in the community as well as community change that often opens doors for service.

Whatever the context of this effort in each local community, I am convinced that we must give our young people a chance to be all they can be in their effort to share Christ’s Spirit in every local church, in every community, and thereby share His Spirit with the entire nation wherever that nation is located.

BY RAYMOND W. HURN
A general superintendent of the Church of the Nazarene.
For Your Children's Sake!

Dorothy Tarrant, who teaches at Eastern Nazarene College and is deeply involved in family counseling, will be presenting a series of monthly articles on family-oriented matters during 1988. Watch for them and read them. They are expressions of her and our concern for the well-being of families in a culture that often menaces the stability of Christian homes.

Even marriages made in heaven need attention on earth!

Isaac and Rebekah had no doubt that God had brought them together. As small boys Esau and Jacob loved to hear how grandfather Abraham sent his servant on the long journey back to his homeland to look for a wife for Isaac. The servant asked God for a sign—he would ask a young woman for a drink of water and if she was the bride God had chosen, she would not only give him a drink but offer to draw water from the well for his camels too. The beautiful Rebekah was the answer to the servant's prayer. Eagerly she returned with him to meet her new husband. And Scripture tells us that Isaac "took Rebekah, and she became his wife and he loved her."

The story begins like a fairy tale, but the final scene of the biblical narrative is one of hostility, bitterness, and grief. Rebekah has aided and abetted Jacob in deceiving his father and cheating his twin brother Esau out of the patriarchal blessing. Esau, in rage and disappointment, threatens to kill Jacob who has to flee for his life. It was a marriage made in heaven, but over the years things had gone badly wrong. The family had been split in two, each of the parents allied with a favorite child, the brothers pitted against each other in contemptuous rivalry. This family tragedy did not evolve overnight. When did the romance die and the seeds of discord begin to germinate?

For the first 20 years of their marriage Isaac and Rebekah struggled with the confusion and heartbreak of infertility. Compounding the personal disappointment and social stigma of being barren was the knowledge God had promised that Isaac's descendants would be as numerous as the stars in the night sky. Yet there is no suggestion that Isaac considered adopting the accepted custom of having a child by another woman. He supported and prayed for his wife, and their faith and love were rewarded when Rebekah finally gave birth to twin boys.

It is possible that the gap began to develop between Isaac and Rebekah during the pregnancy, as she became increasingly preoccupied with the new life growing within her. As she began to experience the violent activity of the two boys struggling together within her womb, she may well have had little energy or good humor left for her husband.

When their sons were born, the proud parents surely wanted to do everything right. Babies were the women’s domain, and with Rebekah surrounded by the other women of the household—including her own old nurse—all offering advice and help, Isaac must have felt somewhat excluded. Perhaps he threw himself more into managing the family’s business affairs, giving Rebekah reason to feel neglected.

The two boys from the moment of birth displayed very different temperaments. Isaac was particularly drawn to Esau, the more active, outgoing, and adventurous one, while the cuddly, placid Jacob became Rebekah’s favorite. Eventually Esau got taken along on hunting trips, while Jacob preferred to stay at home listening to the women’s stories and learning how to cook. The gap between the parents widened as each looked to a son for the companionship they no longer found in their spouse. We can picture them at dinner arguing over who provoked the increasingly frequent quarrels between the twins and imagine the kind of slinging matches that ensued: “You’re turning Jacob into a sissy, he needs toughening up.” “Esau needs to learn some manners—he acts like a farmhand.” The boys, caught in the middle of parental conflict, quickly learned how to play their parents off against each other, adding fuel to the fire.

Rebekah and Isaac wanted to be good parents to the children God blessed them with. They did not recognize that the best basis for good parenting is a mutually supportive and caring marital relationship. One of the most important things parents can do for their children is to care for their own relationship, and that can be hard work.

It means finding practical ways to go on demonstrating love and care for each other. It means planning for times to be alone together without the kids and to enjoy each other's company for a few hours (or even a weekend, if grandparents can be persuaded to babysit). That may seem
self-indulgent, especially in families where both parents work and quality time with the children has to be fit in around hectic schedules and overwhelming responsibilities, but it is important.

It may mean setting aside a regular time for Mom and Dad to talk to each other, not just about the children and the jobs that need doing around the house and the bills that need to be paid, but about personal concerns and hopes and fears. It may mean learning better ways of communicating, learning to listen to each other, learning to be vulnerable and share real feelings, learning how to work through differences of opinion instead of pushing them under the rug, learning to confront hurtful or destructive behavior. Some of this can be very scary and may be easier with the help of a pastor or counselor or the supportive structure of a marriage enrichment weekend. In families where parents on the surface present a united front but are unable to communicate their private feelings to each other, hurts and resentments accumulate and, instead of being addressed directly, get worked out through the kids. Children pick up on marital tensions, whether covert or blatant, and tend to feel responsible. They often learn to act up and deflect the heat away from the marriage and onto themselves, subconsciously trying to hold their parents together.

Isaac and Rebekah’s family life didn’t turn to disaster all of a sudden. When they, for whatever reasons, began to grow apart and to triangle their children into the gap widening between them, they could not have suspected where the family split would lead. Had they known what we know now about the damaging effects on children of parental discord, they surely would have worked harder at keeping their first love alive and solving the disagreements they encountered in dealing with their sons.

Are you taking care of your marriage? You owe it to your children.

Isaac and Rebekah's family life didn’t turn to disaster all of a sudden. When they, for whatever reasons, began to grow apart and to triangle their children into the gap widening between them, they could not have suspected where the family split would lead. Had they known what we know now about the damaging effects on children of parental discord, they surely would have worked harder at keeping their first love alive and solving the disagreements they encountered in dealing with their sons.

Are you taking care of your marriage? You owe it to your children.

**FINAL RECKONING**

*When summer comes, and flowers bud,*
*And I am here, and you are There,*
*I’ll walk amid the fragrant blooms,*
*And know that yours are yet more fair.*

*When autumn ripens where I am,*
*Across the meadow and the field,*
*And men rejoice in gathered sheaves,*
*I’ll know yours is the greater yield.*

*In wintertime, I’ll light my lamp*;
*As daytime swiftly fades to night,*
*And know you bask in endless day,*
*With Jesus your eternal light.*

*And when the warm winds blow in spring,*
*And Earth awakes to life anew,*
*I’ll thank my God that I shall live Eternally with Him, and you.*

—E. RUTH GLOVER
Lake Elsinore, California

---

**HANDING OUT HOPE**

If it was a fantastic story—a story of deceit, duplicity, pain, and tension. It was a story that would make the soap opera writers green with envy that they hadn’t thought of it first. It was the story of another marriage on a landslide to a rock heap.

They didn’t mean for it to happen: they just wanted to save money. Avoiding the baby-sitter fee meant they sought recreation apart from each other. That was the first loose rock in the landslide. When it got to such proportions that it looked like there was no stopping, the young sailor sought out the chaplain.

He wasn’t sure, at this point, that anything could be done to save his marriage. To tell the truth, neither was I, but I was called upon to pour on oil to calm his troubled spirit and fix the mess they had made.

Unfortunately, such problems are not too rare. As a chaplain, I am called upon almost daily for answers to such crises. I’m glad they come to me, for while neither the books, the seminary courses, nor my own experience equip me with all the answers, I have an opportunity to bring God into the situation in a tangible way.

As a chaplain, I live with my men every day. I eat with them, sleep with them, play and work with them. I am the troubleshooter, but I must remember that I am more than just a social worker. I am to bring the light of God’s love into the lives of the men I serve.

Several days after I talked with the young sailor, he returned to my office to let me know that his wife had called and wanted to try to work things out in their marriage. He was thanking me because, in talking to several people aboard the ship about his problem, I was the only person who had encouraged him to continue with the marriage.

Did they live happily ever after? I wish I could say yes. The jury is still out. But they have a chance because a chaplain was there.

**BY DAVE BEESON**

Lieutenant, Chaplain, United States Navy who resides in Oceanside, California.
By His sacrifice and labor of love, Jesus opened up a large and dependable source of the “water of life.”

Water has always been a vital commodity of life. For at least 3,000 years, the people of Israel have been concerned with the storage and transfer of water. The seminomadic tribes and families of the Bible followed a path of pastures that took them by wells that could sustain life for them and their animals.

Modern Israel, existing on the edge of the desert, has resourcefully developed a national water transit system. This system pumps water for irrigation through canal and tunnel from the Sea of Galilee southward.

Water is frequently symbolic of God’s blessings and of spiritual life. It calls up strong images of cleansing, refreshment, and of eternal life. The citizens of Greensburg and the railroad workers of western Kansas no longer need water from their tourist attraction, the Big Well, but all men everywhere still need the “water of life.”

Jesus came to open up just such a well. Isaiah had prophesied, “I will open rivers in high places, and fountains in the midst of the valleys: I will make the wilderness a pool of water, and the dry land springs of water” (Isaiah 41:18).

Although God’s “big well” is the cosmic engineering masterpiece of the ages, it also required human hands. Jesus personally dug the well for us. The marks are in His hands. By His sacrifice and labor of love, Jesus opened up a large and dependable source of the “water of life.”

There are other wells enticing this world’s travelers. There are the more traditional wells, perennially promising popularity, power, and possessions. Many in every generation turn aside to drink from these wells. Their waters never satisfy.

Many “new age” wells also fascinate today’s travelers. These wells offer the waters of transcendental meditation, varied yoga practices, human potentiality strategies, consciousness expansion, transpersonal psychology, and many other strange waters.

These wells cannot deliver. They are merely “wishing” wells. Neither are they new. They are ancient wells simply being reopened. Their waters flow...
A central spring called pantheistic
ism, Buddhism, and Taoism.
out of the Eastern religions of Hindu-
worldview in India, said, "In a rural
area of that poverty-stricken culture
"ter" (Jeremiah 2:13).
its were given a false sense of
monism—the belief that "all is God."
These waters give one a false sense of
improvement, are not inherently sin-
and not in need of the gracious,
fore-all provisions of Jesus Christ's
atonement.

God cautioned about drinking from
the wrong wells. "For my people have
committed two evils; they have for-
saken the fountain of living wa-
ters, and hewed them out cisterns,
broken cisterns, that can hold no wa-
ter" (Jeremiah 2:13).

It is not safe to drink water from
wells that are untested. Water in the
big well that was hand-dug by Jesus
was tested on Calvary. The Resurrec-
tion is proof that those waters spring
up into everlasting life. No other well
can offer that validation.

Test your water by the life and
teachings of Jesus. the One who said,
"I am the way, the truth, and the life:
no man cometh unto the Father, but
by me" (John 14:6). Any well, regard-
less of how sparkling its waters, that
was not hand-dug by Jesus, is a bro-
ken cistern or contains polluted water.

Where are you getting your water?
Are you pulling on ropes at man-
made wells? If so, you can never
quench your thirst. Why not visit
God's big well? The prophet said,
"Therefore with joy shall ye draw wa-
ter out of the wells of salvation" (Isa-
iah 12:3).

Millions have already stopped at
God's big well. Millions more would if
they only knew about it. Shall we post
road signs to entice travelers from off
the highways of life? Let's do, for
God's well is more than a tourist at-
traction.

"And the Spirit and the Bride say,
Come. And let him that is athirst
come. And whatsoever will, let him
take the water of life freely" (Revela-
tion 22:17). Come, visit the Big Well!

BY STAN MEEK
Pastor of First Church of the Nazarene
in Dodge City, Kansas.

BY WAYNE M. WARNER
An ordained minister in the Church of God, Anderson, Indiana,
and pastor of their church in Three Rivers, Michigan.
Simon of Joppa is probably the least known of the nine Simons mentioned in the New Testament, yet we have an illuminating detail: "... whose house is by the sea side" (Acts 10:6). The Jews regarded tanning as a suspect trade because it involved dealing in the skins of animals counted common and unclean; it also invited close contact with Gentiles. The widow of a Hebrew was granted exemption from the Levitical law of marriage to her late husband's brother if he was a tanner by trade. The tanning yards were sited on the farthest outskirts of a city or town; in Joppa, "by the sea side."

Yet Simon Peter, a conservative Christian Jew, lodged with Simon a tanner, the last lodging one would expect him to accept. This is the abiding miracle of the three miracles recorded in Joppa (modern Haifa)—the raising of Aeneus from the dead; the reviving of Dorcas' lifeless body; and the miracle of Simon and Simon in the same house. The miracle is highlighted as Peter's inherited, deep-grained prejudice is revealed by his protest to the Lord during the dream-vision of a suspended sheet containing clean and unclean animals. Though hungry and awaiting lunch, the divine command "Rise and eat" evoked immediate resistance from Peter. "I have never eaten anything common or unclean," anything prohibited by Jewish dietary laws.

Unjustifiably, the same labels—"common and unclean"—were applied to all Gentiles who did not conform to kosher restrictions. If God had not given a specific vision and rebuke—that no one was to be counted unclean whom God had cleansed—Peter would have refused to accompany to Caesarea the three servants of Cornelius, whose arrival coincided with the rooftop vision. The vision was surely linked with the various skins suspended in the drying yard, seen from the roof.

"Go with them." God commanded, and a greater miracle than Peter's sojourn in the house of a Jewish tanner followed. Peter entered a Roman centurion's house! After God's tribute to the character, charity, and spiritual hunger of Cornelius, he could do no other. Recognizing that God had already "cleansed" the waiting Gentile company, their spirit of prayer and faith, and their walking in the light of John the Baptist's message, Peter testified to God's dealing with him and preached to them the Christ who had saved his own soul.

Before the sermon was finished a Latin Pentecost, iden-
Our vacation visit to Palm Beach, Fla., had been a pleasant one and the return trip to our home at Corbin, Ky., was equally enjoyable. Emerald hills, wooded hollows, and sun-drenched valleys flashed by as my husband, Ray, was now clearly feeling those first pulsations of the homing instinct.

Like a graceful silver ribbon, the highway ahead curled through scenic hills and forests of breathtaking splendor, finally losing itself in the hazy ridges beyond. The monotonous drone of our Mustang was starting to have a lullaby effect on both of us. As we glided down a long hill, a rest area sign caught Ray's attention. Taking his foot off the accelerator, he let the car coast to the exit.

"Let's stop here and take a little stroll to wake us up," he suggested. "Then maybe we'll make it home tonight." It was then about 7:30 P.M.

"No thanks, I'll just stay here," I muttered sleepily.

Ray started off walking at a brisk stride. I leaned back and closed my eyes, then for some reason I changed my mind and decided to join him. When he had covered perhaps a hundred yards, he turned and retraced his steps. Now he was near enough for me to see the anxious look on his face.

"Did you lock the car?" he asked.

"Why, yes."

"And the key?"

"Oh, it's in the car!"

"You couldn't have! Now what?"

We were 72 miles from Knoxville and 172 miles from home—locked out! What indeed!

Ray helplessly massaged his chin and stared at the ground while I paced back and forth along the side of the car. A well-meaning truck driver stopped by and offered the time-honored coathanger, but all efforts to get inside the car were futile.

When the full impact of our predicament hit me, I started to pray, "Lord, You've just got to help us get into that car! It's getting late and cold. We need to get home. We are Your children; we know You really care. Please, please, please!"

As I circled the car, continuing to pray, I happened to look downward. There, right at my feet and partly covered with mud was an old rusty key! My heart started pounding wildly and my hand trembled as I stooped to pick it up.

"Ray, look!" I shouted, holding up that rusty little key.

"Humph! Little good that will do us," he shrugged, visibly unimpressed.

Quickly, and in great excitement, I inserted the key in the lock and stepped back. "Go ahead, Ray," I gestured with my hands. "Unlock the door and let's go on our way rejoicing."

Reluctantly, Ray gave the key a firm half-turn. My heart stood still, but the latch didn't. There was a wonderful little "click" as it bounced upward! Then came an uncontrollable surge of joy as we realized that God did care—that once more He had actually come down into the arena of our lives and performed one more miracle.

We piled into our Mustang, which now seemed more like a heaven-bound chariot. We laughed, we shouted, we sang "He Never Has Failed Me Yet," "My Heavenly Father Watches Over Me," and other soul-stirring songs of praise.

A few weeks after this unforgettable event, we gathered around the table at a family reunion. Someone at the table asked, "Elsie, have you ever tried to unlock the car again with that rusty old key?"

"Why, no," I replied. "I just never thought to try."

That night I slipped out to the driveway and turned that old key in the locked door of the Mustang. At least, I tried to turn it. Nothing happened. I tried again with the same result.

Smiling, I turned and walked back toward the house.

**Faith Is the Key**

BY ELSIE MINK

A resident of Corbin, Kentucky, and a member of the Church of the Nazarene there.

Herald of Holiness/February 1, 1988
When asked for his name, a little boy answered, "Johnny Don't." He had heard that word so many times connected with his first name that he thought it was his last name.

In the "dos" and "don'ts" of sanctified living, some are so caught up in the web of the negatives that they are dominated and enslaved by the prohibitions and restrictions. Obviously, there has to be the "thou shalt nots" of holy living, as indicated by the Ten Commandments, but a life-style of negativism is enervating and joyless.

That is not the way it is supposed to be among God's holy people. If we live by the law alone we lose our liberty. If we spend all our time building fences, we only restrict our own spiritual activity. Since the joy of the Lord is our strength, when that is gone we are weakened by our own legalism.

Certainly there are things that holiness people must be against unequivocally and unalterably. Sin must be abhorred in any form. Worldliness must not be permitted to lead us astray. Unholy activities and attitudes must be blocked and thwarted, and there should be no question in the minds of others as to our stand. But there is the "more excellent way" to be considered also—the way of the positive—for holiness is the positive blessing.

The sanctified have a positive outlook about themselves. They do not live in constant fear, for theirs is a life of faith. It is said that people cross foreboding bridges three times: once as they approach them, again as they cross them, and after they are on the other side looking back. The holy life is not one of carefree unconcern but neither is it morose enslavement to possible defeat and despair.

Worry and spiritual concern must not be confused. Worry focuses on the possibility of failure alone, while spiritual concern sees the possibility of failure along with the possibility of success with God's help. One may cause spending the night in desperation; the other reaches out for God. That is what praying through is all about.

The Holy Spirit helps the sanctified to turn "what ifs" into "so whats" until they can say, "Regardless of the tears and the fears, the Holy Spirit abides and I will make it through. God has promised never to forsake me, and that makes me glad."

The sanctified also have a positive attitude toward others. One of the first lessons we all learn in Christian living is that the world is largely made up of other people. Human relationships are strained or enhanced by our outlook. No one is drawn to people who always have a negative outlook; we all enjoy an enthusiastic spirit and genuine smile.

It may be so that the "world is going to the dogs," but it is taking thousands of years to get there. It is still a pretty good place to live and work. Most of us love it here, warts and all.

Holiness people see that this is truly the day of the Spirit. God is still saving and sanctifying people. The church continues to grow. Evangelistic pastors and evangelists are still having revivals and successful altar calls. Laymen are still winning souls.

This does not indicate a head-in-the-sand refusal to see the serious problems of drug addiction, lust, crime, and heartbreaking sin in the world. It does indicate that as long as the Holy Spirit is with us and in us, people will be drawn to Jesus, who can redeem and cleanse them. And the Holy Spirit in the hearts of the sanctified gives them the power to work, to witness, and to win, at home and abroad.

To be truly sanctified is to have a positive relationship with God. In the day of the sham and the shameful it is wonderful to be able to look up with holy and happy eyes. Clean hearts are open to the scrutiny of the God who made them clean. Holy hearts show in happy faces.

The sanctified are aware that the future is as bright as the promises of God. It is like reading the last chapter of a book first. When the world has done its worst, we will be winners with God in the end. He is able to make a rainbow of our tears. He can make our disappointments into His appointments. That is another positive aspect of holiness of heart.

John Wesley wrote that the experience "is not only a negative blessing, a deliverance from all evil dispositions, implied in that expression, 'I will circumcise thy heart,' but a positive one likewise, even the planting all good dispositions in their place, clearly implied in that expression, 'To love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul.'

BY JOHN W. MAY
A Nazarene elder residing in Colliers, West Virginia
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It’s hot and cold on Hollywood Boulevard tonight. Earlier these streets contained a mixture of tourists, punk rockers, rappers and breakers, mellow bikers, cokers, police trying to break up the “cruisers,” and just about any other type of person you can imagine. Now, after midnight, the streets are empty, and the boulevard has taken on an ominous mood. The shops and cafes are all closed, the tourists and school kids are at whatever they are calling home, and the only ones left are those who have no other place to go—the throw-away kids.

These kids, many of whom probably have just arrived in Los Angeles, have come here looking for “stardom” in Hollywood, to find that the only “Stars” on Hollywood Boulevard are the ones imbedded in concrete on the “Walk of Fame.” Thousands of broken hearts and broken lives litter these streets, and when the loneliness sets in these kids begin to look for someone who will comfort and console them in their shattered dreams. Sometimes it takes only a matter of days before these kids get picked up by the many pushers and pimps waiting for them. So many nights I go out, realizing I have only one chance to help them.

The night’s chill has settled in. I have been walking the streets for about three hours, and my feet are beginning to hurt. I spent the last two hours with a young man I had met named Dwight, thin, in his late 20s to early 30s, with stringy long black hair. Dwight is a guitar player and a coker, that is one of many cocaine users out there, not necessarily trying to turn everybody on, but rather just trying to keep himself alive. I could see by his eyes and by the words of his songs that he is much older than his years, so old in fact that he might even be approaching death. Still burdened with the memory of Dwight, I’m working my way home and trying to keep awake. I pass one of many concrete benches on the strip. Seated there are about six teens dressed predominantly in black, leather and lace, punkish but not radical. The first thing I notice is a baby carriage in their midst. I can’t resist babies and ask if I can see her. The baby couldn’t have been more than a few months old, and the smile of this tiny one brought out the childishness in me. I think all of my fussing over the baby helped break down the barriers and hardness these street kids hold for most people, their walls of defense.

BY MICHAEL A. VASQUEZ
Church planter for the Los Angeles District’s Thrust to the City.

Time to leave. Before I get up to go, one of the guys, a teen about 16, probably the average age of all these kids, looks to me and asks, “Could you spare any change for the baby? I’m her father!” Looking at him and the mother—a thin, blond-haired girl about his age, maybe even younger, with huge eyes—left me defenseless. Fishing in my pockets I found some change, gave it willingly, and turned to leave when another girl, young with chestnut hair, stopped me and said, “Do you have anything for me? I have a baby too!” And with that she pushed down her skirt to show me the bulge of her belly, about six months along the way. More fishing and more change. I really have to go! Another stops me and asks, “What about me?” And the last of my change is gone. Trying to leave, another kid stops me and asks, “What about me? Is there any left for me?” Looking at him, knowing there was nothing left, broke my heart, but what hurt me even more was the one over his shoulder, eyes looking at me, then to the ground, knowing it wouldn’t pay to even ask, knowing there was nothing left to give.

The walk home is long tonight. The words keep haunting me. “What about me?” And the thought that there just isn’t anything left to give is more than unsettling. How many children, lost in the coldness of the night, come to the doors of the church, looking for that one little bit that will bring them through the night? How many come asking, but the resources are so few, the laborers so few, that we have to turn them away and say, “Sorry, we just don’t have anything left to give”? And how many more, who don’t even bother to come because they already know the answer to their question, just look down and walk away into the night? It’s well past midnight. God, please give them the promise of a new “Sonrise.”
More than 60 percent of Americans consider reincarnation a reasonable probability. Belief in reincarnation is growing even among Christians. An advocate of reincarnation states: “Reincarnation is still in intellectual disrepute. All materialistic thinkers reject it, also Freudian psychologists, followers of communist ideology, and Christians.”

Reincarnation is a theory of evolution on a psychological and cosmic level. Reincarnationists see the bodymind as a hyphenated unit. They do not view the body as primary in time or in causation. They teach that the mind has existed before the body came into being. To them there is an immortal essence, variously termed soul, spirit, atman, entity, or theton, which comes back to earth many times for the sake of experience. This eternal essence takes on a body of a density suitable for this realm of experience, and the body is then the protective covering of the soul.

The Greeks regarded the body as a thing of beauty, the Romans a thing of power for pleasure, medieval Christians a thing of shame. Puritans a thing of temptation, the reincarnationist a starting place of new significance. The reincarnationists focus on the body as proof of their theory. A blind person was told he had been a member of a Persian tribe that blinded their enemies, thus his blindness. A woman with a back deformity was told she persecuted Christians in the Roman era, thus her deformity. A man with tuberculosis was told he was a carrier in a previous life. A man with a birthmark on his left hand that looked like a scar was told his hand had previously been cut off.

The body is the key and clue, the secret history that indicates the future of the individual. The soul is magnetically drawn to the body by reason of inner suitability. They teach that a soul takes on different bodies and personalities that fit the soul’s individuality, depending on what phase of development the soul wishes to work on.

Reincarnation seeks to provide the ultimate answer for understanding suffering and injustice. But if successive lives are designed to bring about moral refinement, what good does it do to be punished for something you can’t remember having done? Belief in reincarnation removes any incentive to excel morally since there will always be a second chance.

Just to find out that you lived and died and came back beautiful but minus four toes really doesn’t make one a better person. To be haunted by the past, and suffering for it while striving for the future, seems an added burden for an individual who must confront life on a daily basis. There is no pattern to say life is either stacked or reduced at the outset because of something done in the past.

The notion of reincarnation comes from demonic spirits. Jesus warned against spiritual deception in the last days (Matthew 24:11). Those who open their minds to reincarnation are vulnerable to spiritual deception. Though both emphasize love as a spiritual force, reincarnation is
incompatible with Christianity. The greatest division between reincarnation and Christian teaching is at the point of original sin. The origin of sin in the human race is described in Genesis 3. Paul wrote: “As by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned” (Romans 5:12). God has made it possible for us, in this lifetime, to be forgiven of sin, to be made righteous, and to receive eternal life (vv. 15-18). The resurrection of Christ, which brings eternal life to us in the present, refutes the continuous reincarnation theory (1 Corinthians 15:15-19).

The ascension of Jesus was accompanied by the promise of His return for those who follow Him. Jesus will raise His dead followers first, then those who are alive at His coming will be taken up into the sky with Him (1 Thessalonians 5:17). Christ had one life to give and He gave it. We have one life to live and then the Judgment (Hebrews 9:27), not reincarnation. Scriptures that refute reincarnation include Luke 23:43; John 9:1-3; Acts 7:59; 17:31; 2 Corinthians 5:8; 2 Timothy 4:1; 1 John 3:2; and Revelation 3:21.

We should not be deceived by the evil one, or by reincarnationist teaching that we have another lifetime to work out the sin of our lives. The Bible makes it clear that we have this one lifetime in which to “work out” our salvation. We must plan to live now in peace and harmony with God so that when our sojourn is over we will see Him face-to-face.

The great humanitarian Mohandas Gandhi spoke these sad words: “It is unbroken torture for me that I am still so far from him, who, as I fully know, governs every breath of my life and whose offspring I am. I know that it is the evil passions within that keep me so far from him, and yet I cannot get away from them.” Gandhi did not view Christ as the son of God and Savior of mankind, which cut him off from the source of true peace. We must be careful that we aren’t misled by intellectualism, by deceitful philosophies, and high-sounding nonsense.

BY WILLIAM GOODMAN
A Nazarene elder serving as the Salvation Army’s director of Correctional Services for Western Missouri and Kansas District, residing in Leavenworth, Kansas.

My mother was the daughter of a Pentecostal Holiness preacher. My dad had been taken to the Roman Catholic church as a child, so I was raised in the Church of the Nazarene. “Why the Church of the Nazarene?” Here’s why:

Mother tried to get my dad to go to church with her, but Dad couldn’t quite see things the way her church did. From Roman Catholic to Pentecostal Holiness is a big change!

Mother spent much of the first year of their marriage crying after she had come in from church alone. Finally Daddy said, “I’ll go to church with you, if we can go to that kind of church where Mrs. Noble goes. I know she’s a good woman.” Mrs. Noble went to the Church of the Nazarene. Mother happily agreed.

Mrs. Noble worked at the military base with my parents in Lubbock, Tex. Mother had a civil service job. Daddy was a soldier.

My dad wasn’t in church much in those days. He didn’t know the Lord as personal Savior. (He was saved in Dallas First Church of the Nazarene when I was 13.) He wasn’t reading his Bible. Mrs. Noble was the Bible he was reading. What he saw in her was good enough for him.

About that same time a Nazarene preacher was marrying a couple in Meridian, Miss.—an unchurched couple. They had met on the dance floor. She was the “Jitterbug Queen” of Meridian. He had been a sailor in the U.S. Navy. Neither of them knew the Lord. The pastor married them in the early afternoon, so he could preach at prayer meeting that evening.

When he was called to another church, he left the name of this young couple with W. J. Blackman, who followed him as the new pastor. Brother Blackman invited this couple to church and followed up on them. Soon he led both of my wife’s parents to the Lord. Debbie was raised in a Nazarene home.

Today Debbie and I are serving as missionaries in Manzini, Swaziland. (W. J. Blackman married us in Jackson, Miss., First Church almost 15 years ago.) We arrived with our three children in Swaziland in September 1986 on a specialized four-year assignment. I’ll be teaching in the Teacher Training College here.

I often think how different our lives could have been if Mrs. Noble hadn’t been faithful to God on her civil service job, or if that pastor in Mississippi hadn’t faithfully served God and followed up on that unchurched couple whose marriage ceremony he had conducted one Wednesday night before prayer meeting.

One never knows where a seed planted for God will be harvested. May we all be faithful where He has planted us. Who knows—you may be the “Mrs. Noble” or the “Brother Blackman” to the next generation of missionaries in Africa.

I thank the Lord for the investment of others in my life. He has done wonderful things through their obedient service.

BY J. MICHAEL CURRY
A Nazarene missionary serving in Manzini, Swaziland.
WITCHES

Innocence has fled. Witches are no longer confined to fairy stories or to dancing around Shakespeare's cauldron or among the heathen in distant distant lands. Witchcraft's shroud is shaken off; it stands barefaced in the final assault of its master for the soul of modern man.

It is not remote; it is not the esoteric practice of a few lost souls on lonely English moors.

Adultery, uncleanness, lasciviousness, witchcraft, hatred, strife, envyings, murders, drunkenness—it sits comfortably and inconspicuously in Paul's list of things that confront us so frequently today they fail to affront us.

Yet Faust is no figment of Goethe's fevered imagination—his pitiful spectre hovers over us.

Thank God for the protection of the blood of His Son from this most awful activity!

—MERLE LAMPRECHT
Ciskei, South Africa

Jesus said we should pray to the Father. Yet, it is quite probable that more prayers are addressed to Jesus than to the Father, for when we pray, "Lord," most of us have Jesus in mind.

Although the Father, Son, and Spirit are one in essence, they are individual persons. Therefore to dismiss this problem by thinking that it is "just a matter of semantics" because of their equality, is to ignore the specific teaching of Jesus, who said to His disciples, "When you pray, say: 'Father, . . .'" (Luke 11:2, NIV).

This does not mean we cannot converse with the Son. Stephen prayed face-to-face to Jesus. Paul talked directly to Jesus on the road to Damascus, and many times we have found that it really helps to "have a little talk with Jesus." Communion with the Holy Spirit is also a precious, blood-bought privilege. But our Lord said that we are to pray to the Father, in Jesus' name.

The Christian doctrine of the Holy Trinity requires that we "not divide the substance nor confuse the persons" of the Godhead. By failing to pray to the Father, we may not be confusing the divine persons, but we are confusing their functions, indicating our own confusion over whom to pray to, and are quite likely to confuse any thinking persons who come into our services.

Praying to Jesus also puts us in quite an illogical position at times. Jesus taught us to pray to Him in His name, and most of our prayers do end with a version of the phrase, "in Jesus' name." This is an awkward and illogical conclusion to a prayer addressed to Him! How often do you ask anyone else for something in their own name?

But more is involved in this matter than our Lord's teaching (though that should be enough), and doctrinal confusion (as important as that is), and logic (which also has its place); the problem has other adverse effects as well.

Other than when we pray the "Lord's Prayer," the Father is being given little recognition in our day. For
example, we make much of the price Jesus paid on the Cross, and rightly so; but we often fail to mention or even realize that the Father paid an even greater price. If you question this, face this problem squarely: Would it be easier for you to give your life for a holy cause, or give the life of your only, beloved son?

Much is being said and sung these days about “gentle Jesus.” That He is, of course, but that is not all He is. He is, in every way, His Father’s Son! Jesus made it abundantly clear that He was in complete accord with His Father and the Law that His Father instituted, and at no time did He ever fail to acknowledge His Father’s original and continuing place in the entire plan of creation and redemption.

When we fail to adequately recognize the Father, we are not as careful about this as He was.

It is also possible that in this failure we are even contributing to this generation’s lack of awareness of the awesome holiness of Almighty God, which the Old Testament stresses and Jesus so carefully upheld. Without this emphasis, the love of God loses its moral fiber and degenerates into sentimentality—a distorted view all too characteristic of this age.

But the foregoing points are just the negative side of this issue. There is a positive side. In addition to the joy of being scripturally obedient, doctrinally and logically sound, and practically constructive in this matter, there is a wonderful emotional value in praying to the Father.

The view of prayer our Lord teaches is like approaching the throne of a mighty monarch. We dare to come into His presence only because the King’s Son, who is alongside Him on the throne, invited us to come, and paid our way. We are accompanied by a Counselor who is also an intimate member of the royal family. Now, in this situation, there is no question but that all our praises and petitions, even any praises for the Son, are to be directed, not to the Son, but to the King upon the throne! And it is clear that our most persuasive basis for any petition is to present it in the name of the King’s beloved Son!

Also in this situation, conversation with the Counselor or the Son is not out of order, but we are all keenly aware that it is with the permission of and in the presence of the Father-King in whom rests all the final authority!

Some teach that we should approach God’s throne in prayer through intermediaries—the priesthood, the “saints,” or Mary, for example. But our Lord invites us to have direct access to the Lord God Almighty, who is our Heavenly Father. Yet, when we pray to Jesus, we ignore the essential point of this marvelous invitation and make Him our intermediary. Granted, there is no one more worthy if we needed one, but He is the One who has made it abundantly clear that we do not need one!

To whom do you usually pray? It may take some time, and it will take some discipline, to break long-standing prayer habits, but oh, the joy of taking full advantage of direct access to the throne of grace! And what a privilege to stand where the godly of all ages have stood, in the presence of those who alone are worthy of worship—the Holy Spirit, the Beloved Son, and the Lord God Almighty—and, wonder of wonders, in accordance with the express instructions of our Lord, to say, when we address the throne, “Father...”!
THE EDITOR'S STANDPOINT

OUR DISTINCTION DOCTRINE

The cardinal doctrine of our church is redemption, that deliverance from sin and death provided through the atoning death of Christ and offered to mankind through the preaching of the gospel.

Our distinctive doctrine is entire sanctification, the cleansing of the heart from inbred sin and the energizing of the life for service for God, through the blood of Christ and the power of the Spirit.

The church has a right to insist that our schools teach, our pulpits proclaim, and our people experience this distinguishing tenet. For this we were created. For this we now exist. Failing this we shall constitute our own judgment.

A distinguishing doctrine should be taught and preached in the context of other doctrines. It is robbed of significance and becomes a needless offense when it is the only key we strike, the only string we play. Those who are silent on the subject have no place in our ministry. Those who are vocal only on that subject sabotage the effectiveness of their ministries. Those who find it nowhere in the Bible do not belong in our pulpits. Those who find it everywhere in the Bible make the pulpit a laughingstock to thoughtful people. Holiness proclaimed emphatically but not exclusively should be our aim.

To expound Scripture is to proclaim holiness. “It is written, ‘You shall be holy, for I am holy’” (1 Peter 1:16, RSV). It is written in many places, in many ways. The provision and promise of God to make us holy are declared throughout Scripture. Prayers for the experience and testimonies to the experience meet us on the pages of God’s Word. This biblical cleansing and empowerment lies at the heart of our personal quest and our corporate mission.

Pure love, expressed in devoted obedience to God and unselfish service to people, is the essence of holiness. To live like that is beyond human resources. Only the Holy God can make us holy people. This He wills to do. To realize His will ourselves and to make it known to others is the goal of our church.

BEYOND BROKENNESS

There lived in my neighborhood, when I was a boy, a woman unable to walk. What caused her partial immobility I don’t recall. What I do remember vividly is her activity as a homemaker. She sat in a chair, not a wheelchair but a straight wooden chair, and moved from room to room making beds, sweeping floors, cooking meals, washing dishes, and doing laundry, among other tasks. Her children had seen this too often to be amazed, but to me her dexterity and courage were marvels.

I’ve witnessed many triumphs of the human spirit over adverse circumstances. The other day Doris and I watched a film clip that showed an armless artist at work in a shopping mall. He handled pencils and brushes with his mouth, and moved canvases and papers the same way. His art was superbly done, filled with intricate detail. He conversed happily with those who stopped to look and to buy. What a man!

The Bible says, “The spirit of a man will sustain his infirmity; but a wounded spirit who can bear?” (Proverbs 18:14). The spirit can support the afflicted body, but the body cannot uphold the broken spirit.

The spirit can support the afflicted body, but the body cannot uphold the broken spirit.

Unless the wounded spirit is healed, a physical breakdown will result. Sorrow is a heavier burden than illness. The burdened heart will collapse a once-strong body. People do die of broken hearts.

Just as courageous people learn to survive injuries and overcome restrictions to live productive, creative lives, so we can learn to overcome our griefs and to place our sorrows into the service of God and people.

A conspicuous example was George Truett, great American preacher. He killed his best friend in a hunting accident. The anguish nearly deranged him, and he felt he could never preach again. In his night of inexpressible grief, the Lord came to “heal the brokenhearted” and to give him courage to resume his ministry. His preaching was anointed and effective, reaching hundreds for Christ.

Are you in heaviness of spirit? Let the Lord bring healing and strength. You can live creatively and helpfully again through His peace and power.
APPEARANCES CAN FOOL US

On those few occasions when I have traveled outside the United States, I have been waved through customs without my luggage being opened and inspected. This has happened in several major airports. I attribute this treatment to an honest face. A friend suggested that I looked too simple to be capable of devious activity, but I prefer my own assessment.

Right or wrong, I do know that appearances heavily influence our human judgments. We are warned in Scripture not to judge by appearances (John 7:24), and perhaps no admonition of Scripture is more frequently ignored.

Two young men with long hair, unkempt beards, and dirty clothes, crossing the U.S.-Canada border in a dilapidated van, will receive a more thorough scrutiny than would a pair of opposites in a Buick sedan.

Once I was trailed for miles by a highway patrolman. I was driving my son's bright red convertible. The patrolman probably assumed that the driver of such a sporty car would be inclined to speed. My inclination was only to change cars.

Judging by appearances, who would have taken Albert Einstein for a genius?

Sometimes our snap judgments prove correct. Some fellows who look like bums turn out to be just that. But we have all had enough surprises to make us wary of judging the book by its cover. People are not always what they seem—often they are better or worse than appearance would indicate.

Mary mistook the risen Christ for a gardener. Hundreds mistook a fallen guru in Oregon for a Christ. Instances could be multiplied. Emotional responses to appearances and circumstances are poor foundations for judging. How easy to write that; how difficult to remember it when tempted to draw conclusions about people's character and worth from their appearance.

To avoid being gullible or uncharitable, we need to develop the habit of suspending judgment while we continue to watch, listen, and learn. As the one-armed man said of the crocodile, "He seemed to be smiling."

A PLEA FOR PRAYER

A church may distinguish itself for a number of good things and yet fail. It may be a church noted for its music, or for its preaching, or for its philanthropies, or for its friendliness, or for its influence over politics and culture. But if that church is not also, and chiefly, distinguished for its praying, it is arranging its own funeral.

The will of God cannot be known or done by a church that does not pray. The mission of Jesus Christ is unsafe in the hands of a prayerless church. The devil fears nothing less than he fears a people who pray at religion but do not pray. "Teach us to pray" was one of the wisest prayers the Church ever uttered.

The purity, strength, and conquests of a gathered congregation depend upon what has been going on in the private lives of the individual members. A praying church only arises when praying persons make up its membership. When private prayer is neglected, public prayer becomes an empty form, inspiring no faith, no heroism, no sacrifice, no witnessing, no triumphs.

The humblest Christian, however ungifted, who lives a life of prayer, means more to the church and to its Lord than the most gifted and brilliant person who does not spend time in communion with God. A failure to pray, to commune with God, cannot be compensated by any talent or activity whatsoever.

Nothing of enduring value is possible to us unless we pray. Nothing of supreme worth is denied to us when we pray. May God bring us to our knees in humility, confession, and prayer. And may fires of devotion to Christ and action for Christ be kindled in our hearts as we pray—fires that will burn and spread, refine and attract, until our lives, privately and together, become channels of God for service to men as never before.

Prayer can shake the earth and revive the Church. It can bring God down and people in. It can shrink hell and enlarge heaven.

Pray! For Christ's sake, and the world's sake, and your own sake, pray!

*Taken from A Little Book About Prayer, written by the editor, and published by Beacon Hill Press of Kansas City.
I would like for you to address a very important and current issue—racism. How can Nazarenes still consider Blacks to be second-class citizens?

Why is this issue not being spoken about in the pulpit—especially in the South, where it's part of the culture? Are our preachers just trying to "tickle the ears" of their congregations and making sure no toes are stepped on?

These racial attitudes aren't limited to the South, where racism and "white supremacy" are second nature. I believe you can find Nazarenes all across the United States who have these views.

I have been in discussions with family members who believe there is a biblical foundation for racism. They said that somewhere in the Old Testament the blacks were "cursed." Can you believe that in an evangelical church we still have people who believe that?

One of the two greatest commandments says, "Love your neighbor as yourself," and in Philippians 2:3 we are told, "but in humility, consider others better than yourself." I don't see where those verses exclude any race or class of people. Has my colorblindness affected my discernment of the Scriptures?

Racism springs from an ignorant mind or an iniquitous heart or both. To regard Blacks as cursed by God is an indefensible wrecking of Scripture. To treat persons of any race with contempt is inconsistent with the example and teaching of Christ.

A pure heart, filled with holy love, will not be overcome by racial prejudice or by racial pride.

Many preachers in the southern U.S. do address this issue, as they do in other parts of the U.S. It is not an evil confined to any region or nation. But wherever it is found it deserves to be condemned as evil. And those guilty of practicing it need to repent and seek forgiveness and heart-cleansing.

You have lumped "our preachers" together as if all were cowardly. You may be color-blind, but are you sure you haven't blind spots yourself that lead to unwarranted and untrue sweeping judgments?

Why do we Nazarenes baptize people in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, instead of in Jesus' name only?

Because of our belief in the Lordship of Jesus Christ. The risen Jesus said, "All authority has been given to Me in heaven and earth." And then He commanded, "Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit" (Matthew 28:18-19, NASB). His "therefore" is more powerful than any argument I have ever read by those who insist that baptism should be in the name of Jesus only.

Baptizing converts in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit honors all persons of the Godhead, observes the clear command of the Lord Jesus Christ, and assures us of the wonderful promise that closes the Great Commission—and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age." Here Jesus specifically promises to be with those who baptize the disciples they make in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. That is a compelling reason!

Did Constantine give the doctrine of the Trinity to the church? Was he a Christian? Please explain Isaiah 9:6.

Whether Constantine was a genuine Christian or not, I don't know. I gladly leave him to his Judge, who is perfect in knowledge, justice, and love.

But Constantine did not "invent" the doctrine of the Trinity. The doctrine is a response to Scripture, where Father, Son, and Holy Spirit all (1) bear divine names and titles, (2) perform divine works, and (3) receive divine treatment as persons. They stand in a relationship to one another that is unshared by humans or angels. Our experience of each is an experience of the divine. The witness of Scripture and the experience of redeemed persons led directly to the church's understanding of God as "three in one"—one God who is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

Isaiah 9:6 declares prophetically that the Messiah, who is Jesus Christ, will bear titles and perform deeds that are God's titles and God's deeds. To ascribe such names and works to one who was only and merely mortal would be blasphemous.

Conducted by
W. E. McCUMBER, Editor

We welcome questions on biblical and doctrinal matters. The editor is not able to send replies to questions not selected for publication. Address: ANSWER CORNER, Herald of Holiness, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, MO 64131

LETTERS

"MANIFESTO" WAS MEAT

"A Protestant Manifesto" (October 15) was nothing less than fabulous! As a student of historical theology, I was impressed to see Dr. Greathouse call upon Christian giants of the past who belong to us all: Francis of Assisi, Luther, Wesley. Such a display of theological awareness and depth in a devotional article was for me "meat and not milk." This United Methodist looks forward to reading the Herald of Holiness. It stands as a fine representative of the "warm heart" and evangelical spirit in your denomination.

Randall L. Robinson
Marshall, Illinois

WOULD-BE SUICIDE SPARED

I would like to thank the Herald for printing the article on suicide by George Nichols.

I am in counseling right now with an excellent therapist, not because of the article, but had started before. I have gone through almost all of the symptoms Dr. Nichols listed. My heart almost broke in two the night I wrote letters to my loved ones trying to explain what I was going to do.

It was and is only through God's grace and power, and the prayers of special friends, that I have never followed through.

The people in our churches need to be aware that there are desperately hurting people sitting in our pews, and not be too judgmental for what they don't understand.

Name withheld by request
**TRUTH TO SHARE**

The article written by Arthur Townsend, “On Slander and Sacrifice,” is one of the finest I’ve ever read anywhere.

What a beautiful reminder to all of us of the precious blood of Jesus blotting out the sins of our own past! And the sins of others! Praise His name! I will share it with the students of our Nazarene Teachers Training College in morning prayers the first opportunity I have to speak.

J. Michael Curry
Manzini, Swaziland

**PRISONER PRAISES BENEFICTOR**

My name is Ron Vaughn, Jr. I’m currently serving a prison sentence in Montana. I’m to be released in 6 months, at the age of 24. I’ve probably done 8 years behind bars since I was 14. I’m here as the result of being a careless thief as well as a drunk and junkie with no ambition except to live for the next party.

The first time I saw Albert Bailey, I asked him for a smoke. Instead he gave me Jesus! We came to know each other. Albert Bailey has done everything for me except give me the shoes he was wearing, which I’m sure he would do. He is a man of great Christian character. During my incarceration he has not missed our visiting days. He comes twice a month, though he is growing old, driving 160 miles round trip. He has given me a true look at what a dedicated man of God really is!

I’m planning to attend Nazarene Bible College upon my release, thanks to Jesus and His servants like Albert Bailey and Mr. Ross Price. I plan to get involved with Inner City ministry in Denver and other places during my studies, also to go to my old reform school in Denver, where I spent 2 years as a youngster, and tell the youth there is another way. I know what it’s like to be strung out on a mad dash nowhere, shooting dope. The Lord, through Albert, helped me to find a better way.

The doctors say Albert has only a short while to live, but this strong old Irishman will not give up. I ask that people around the country pray for him and his devoted wife, Erma.

Ronald W. Vaugh, Jr.
Deerlodge, Montana

Please keep your letters brief (50-150 words). Letters responding to other letters are not printed. We cannot reply personally to letters not selected for this feature. Address: LETTERS, Herald of Holiness, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, MO 64131.

Note: Unsolicited manuscripts will not be returned unless accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

---

**BY ALL MEANS...SAVE SOME**

**THE TOUGH KIDS**

We all have teens in our churches that we could categorize as “the tough kids.” There are no simple formulas or easy solutions to reach them. It takes patience, love, and faith in a big God. Sometimes our opportunities to reach these teens are limited. But I believe that God opens doorways to himself. In Ecclesiastes 3:1 we read: *To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven.*

Dave was one of those “tough kids.” It was easy to think that he would never make it. His involvement with our group was limited to times when he was forced to attend with his family. Although Dave knew his parents loved and cared for him, church was the last place he wanted to be and he usually didn’t mind telling you so. It was easy to write him off as a teen who didn’t care.

Underneath that “I don’t care” attitude were some serious problems. Drugs and alcohol use were a regular part of his life. His addiction had led him to sell drugs to maintain his habit. His whole life was adversely affected by the turmoil that substance abuse brought to his life.

We had tried to establish a relationship. Sports activities and evangelistic opportunities were both utilized, but it seemed like nothing was getting through. Our ministry efforts seemed shallow compared to Dave’s needs. Soon he would be graduating, and our chances to reach him would be reduced as he got away from the influence of his church and family.

Dave was fortunate to be a part of a loving and caring fellowship that just would not give up. At a critical moment in his life, the Lord used a retired layman, teens in our youth group, and a lady who has been a faithful “prayer warrior” across the years, to once again share the love of Christ.

The summer following his graduation from high school Dave left with our youth group for a camping trip to the Colorado Rockies. The Holy Spirit had been patiently dealing with Dave for some time. One evening around a campfire, high in the mountains, Dave surrendered his life to Christ. I know of no more satisfying Christian experience (outside of my own personal salvation) than being present as God transforms a sinner into one of His very own. He does the impossible for those who dare to ask and believe. “For nothing will be impossible with God” (Luke 1:37, NASB).

I pray more now for kids like Dave. I realize that the time to reach them is while they are still under the influence of the home, church, and Christian friends. The realization that 85% of all people who receive Christ do so before the age of 18 stresses the urgency of reaching them before adulthood.

Are there any “Daves” in your church? Don’t give up on them or God! Sometimes the Lord is waiting to work a miracle in the life of one of those “tough kids.”

BY DAN HILEN
Youth minister at Pisgah Community Church of the Nazarene in West Chester, Ohio.
IN THE NEWS

EMPHASIS TO BECOME ILLUSTRATED BIBLE LIFE

One of the products in the Enduring Word Series of adult Sunday School lessons will be getting a new name.

Emphasis, a magazine with commentary and articles on Bible passages being studied, will become Illustrated Bible Life. The name change takes effect with the September, October, November 1988 issue.

Emphasis is currently used by some 20,000 Sunday School teachers and students in the several denominations that participate in the Enduring Word Series (EWS). The two largest are the Church of the Nazarene and The Wesleyan Church. Beginning with the fall 1988 issue, the Free Methodists will join the EWS.

“We decided to make the name change for one major reason,” said Stephen M. Miller, editor of the quarterly magazine. “Emphasis is a pretty generic name. It doesn’t say anything to anyone about what’s inside the magazine. We wanted a name that would give potential readers at least a clue of what’s inside.”

What’s inside Emphasis are 64 pages of photos of Bible lands and biblical archaeological discoveries, maps, commentary on each passage in the quarter’s study, and one article to accompany each lesson.

Articles in the fall 1988 quarter, which deals with Paul’s two letters to the Thessalonians, include: “Thessalonica—the 2,000-Year-Old-City,” “Travel and Lodging in the First Christian Century,” and “Tough Questions About the Second Coming.”

In addition to the name change, the fall issue of Emphasis will include some interior re-decoration. “We’re putting together all the resources for each given Sunday,” Miller said. “Previously, all the articles were in the front of the magazine, and the commentaries were in the back. So teachers and students had to do a lot of page-flipping to prepare for their lessons. In recent surveys we’ve conducted, we learned our readers would rather have all the lesson material in one place.”

The new design will allow for larger photos. “Many teachers said they liked to show the photos and maps in class,” Miller explained.

An additional change is that in the commentary, the printed passage will be changed from the New American Standard Bible to the New International Version.

Emphasis is currently used primarily by teachers, as an extra resource for teaching the lessons. But a growing number of students are using it as well, in addition to pastors looking for Bible background material for sermons. This is reflected by the fact that Emphasis has had about three years of nonstop sales growth, despite the current trend away from traditional curriculums in favor of electives.

FOCUS ON THE PIONEER AREA

Two ways to order...

1. EACH QUARTER on the Church Literature Supplies Order Blank through your local ordering secretary
2. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION direct to your home as indicated on order coupon below

ORDER COUPON

Date

Yes, I would like a subscription to the quarterly magazine Emphasis at $11.25 per year.

Send to

Address

Payment enclosed $ 

CHARGE (30 day) TO: Personal (other) Account

CHARGE (30 day) TO: Personal (other) Account

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE P.O. Box 419257 Kansas City, MO 64141

REV. KEVIN AND ROBIN MCLAIN

Rev. Kevin and Robin McLain and daughter. McLain is pastor of newest work in Colchester.

REV. DANIEL AND SANTO BLANCO AND DAUGHTER.

Rev. Daniel and Santo Blanco and daughter. Blanco pastors the Willimantic Hispanic Church-Type Mission.

REV. JIM AND CINDY SHIELDS AND CHILDREN.


REV. DOUG FISH AND WIFE, BARBARA.

Rev. Doug Fish and wife, Barbara, conduct Bible studies on Monday and Thursday evenings in a school auditorium in Enfield. Sunday School classes began in December. Bi-vocational, Fish has cut back from 40 hours to 24 hours in a secular job because “our people are generous in their support.” Fish’s boss donated an IBM PC, an organ and a piano have been donated to the new work.

CONNECTICUT PIONEER AREA MOVING FORWARD

A sparsely scattered six churches represented the Church of the Nazarene in the State of Connecticut until 1980. That year the Willimantic church was organized, planted by Manchester church. Until then, no Nazarene churches had been planted since 1964. With the origination of the Connecticut Pioneer Area in the spring of 1985, things began to change.

Pioneer Area Leader Alex Cubic reports the addition of four Fully Organized Churches (FOCs) and the beginning of five other new works in 1986-87, bringing Nazarene presence to 16 churches or church plantings.

The following churches reached FOC status in the past two years:

Cromwell—Pastor Michael J. Matthews; 1986.

Groton—Pastor Larry Kendrick (CHC, LT, USN); 1987, Sponsoring church—Preston.


Rockville—Pastor Raymond Grezel: 1987. Sponsoring church—Manchester First. Church-Type Missions (CTMs) and other new works are as follows:


East Hartford (Hispanic and Puerto Rican)—Pastor Jim Shields. Recent NBC grad., formerly 13 years on East Hartford Police Force.

Enfield—Pastor Douglas Fish. Recent NTS grad. Full schedule of church services already existent.

New Britain (Hispanic)—Pastor Fred LeBron. Sponsoring church—Hartford Spanish church.


Cubic cites the monthly Saturday rallies and quarterly international rallies held in the pioneer area as two strengthening, unifying activities that encourage new pastors and churches. Baptism of new converts is conducted regularly in these rallies in three different languages.

“A week ago,” said Cubic, “225 packed out the Hartford church. Congregational singing was
BERCHTESGADEN HOSTS 30TH ANNUAL EUROPEAN SERVICEMEMBERS RETREAT

Two hundred attended the servicemembers retreat in Berchtesgaden, West Germany, October 13-17. The altar was lined with seekers on Tuesday and Wednesday nights. Several were saved. Others sought and found God's sanctifying power for their lives. Some found new direction and purpose in their service to God.

Messages by General Superintendent William M. Greathouse stirred hearts and challenged them to deeper commitment and service. They were similarly challenged by the message of Bruce Taylor, who spoke on Wednesday night. Congregational singing in the good Nazarene tradition was led by James Main from the European Nazarene Bible College. Special music by several of the military people or families, along with that of Iona Welch and Shirley Close, also brought joy to hearts.

Each day began with a devotional led by one of the chaplains: Lawrence Fenton, Gaetano Franzese, Daniel Parker, and Curt Bowers. Seminars on "Holiness for Today" and "Family Issues in the Military" were conducted along with a Bible study of Philippians.

The morning included special sessions for children led by David and Carolita Fraley, missionaries to France, assisted by Gaymon and Evelyn Bennett from Northwest Nazarene College. On Friday night a musical was presented by the children, complete with costumes and scenery they had made.

A group of 18 teens, led by Steve and Trish McCormick, European Nazarene Bible College, enjoyed swimming, a tour of the salt mines, and two films. Thursday night at the singspiration, members of the youth group sang several songs.

Jay Hunton, the new rector of European Nazarene Bible College, spoke at the banquet Thursday night. He shared some of his experiences on the mission field and challenged servicemembers to serve on their mission field in a way that would bring glory and honor to God.

The retreat closed Saturday morning following a very moving communion service. William Greathouse brought the communion meditation, and God's presence was very real. As one person put it: "The retreat to me was one of the greatest things I have ever taken part in. I've never seen such love, warmth, and caring in one place. I really enjoyed it and am looking forward to the next retreat."

—Jerry Bohall
European Military Coordinator
ARRANGEMENTS
AND EASTER HOLY WEEK
BY NAZARENE HYMNALS

An excellent time to dress up your sanctuary with new hymnals or add to your present supply.

Printed on nonglare white paper with a richly grained dualtone buckram cover. Offers 514 hymns and songs, 57 of which are distinctly new hymnals or add to your present supply.

Select the color that will fit the decor of your church...

PAMB-290 Apple Red—gold imprint
PAMB-281 Saddle Brown—gold imprint
PAMB-282 Liturgical Blue—silver imprint

For best results in congregational singing, every person should have access to a hymnbook. An adequate supply is at least one book for every two people in the congregation.

Loose-leaf Edition—For the accompanists. Five-ring, black buckram.

FOR BEST RESULTS IN CONGREGATIONAL SINGING, every person should have access to a hymnbook. An adequate supply is at least one book for every two people in the congregation.

Orders shipped on a prepayment basis. Mail payment to Nazarene Publishing House, PO Box 419527, Kansas City, MO 64141-0527. Allow up to three weeks (after order received) for delivery of order.

Prices subject to change without notice.
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tory message. Special music was provided by song evangelists Marcus and Donna Whitworth.

The new building is an addition to present facilities. It houses a sanctuary with a seating capacity of 200, nursery, pastor’s study, and restrooms. The building is valued at nearly $100,000, with much of the work done by donated labor at an approximate cost of $57,000. There is an indebtedness of under $8,000. Rev. Terry Marta is pastor.

COLORADO SPRINGS CHURCH LAST TO BE ORGANIZED IN ’87

The Colorado Springs Crossroads Church may have been the last Nazarene church organized in 1987, according to Jim Diehl, Colorado district superintendent. The church was officially organized Christmas Eve with 78 charter members, 35 of which joined by profession of faith.

“We thought it would be the perfect time to celebrate the birth of Christ by giving birth to a new church,” said Diehl.

The district superintendent spoke at the organization, which closed with a candlelight communion service. A highlight of the evening was the anointing of the members of the church board as they knelt in prayer at the altar.

The church is pastored by Matt Kindler, a student at Nazarene Bible College who previously planted a church in Oregon. The congregation is meeting in a school auditorium in the north central part of Colorado Springs. The new church is very close to full self-support, according to Diehl.

Pictured (l. to r.) are the four charter members who attended the 50th anniversary celebration of the Sandpoint, Idaho, church September 27, 1987; Mrs. Lorena Hawkins, Mr. Horace Wenger, Mrs. Velma Cox, and Mrs. Ione Taylor. Mr. Wenger has been a member of the Sandpoint Church for the entire 50 years.

A SPECIAL SUNDAY SCHOOL EMPHASIS

Love Reaches Out to Babies

MARCH 6—EASTER SUNDAY, APRIL 3

FOCUSING ON PARENTS WITH BABIES

For Sunday-by-Sunday promotional ideas prepared by the Division of Christian Life and Sunday School, see special six-page brochure and sales flier “Love Reaches Out to Babies” sent to all pastors.

NOW! PLAN NOW!

1988 Denomination-Wide Continuing Lay Training Study For February and March

Order Form

LESLEY PARROTT

Date ____________________________

Please send items as indicated below:

_ PA083-411-2132 THE BIBLE SPEAKS TO ME ABOUT MY CHURCH—Parrott $4.95

_ PALG-17 LEADER’S GUIDE $1.50

Total $________

Add 4% for postage and handling

GRAND TOTAL $________

SHIP TO: _______________________________________________________

CHECK or MONEY ORDER Enclosed $________

CHARGE (30-day) TO: Church SS (other) Account

ACCOUNT NUMBER __________________________

Church Location (city) __________________________

(state/province) __________________________

Church Name __________________________

Bill to: ___________________________________

REGISTRATION FORM

Date _________________

Course: CLT Unit 126:1a, The Bible Speaks to Me About My Church

Text: THE BIBLE SPEAKS TO ME ABOUT MY CHURCH—Leslie Parrott

Church Name ___________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

District __________________________________________________________

Enrollment estimate __ Beginning date __ Number sessions __

Class to be held   NYI hour   □ Wednesday night □ Other

Send Report Blank, Registration Material to:

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
P.O. Box 419527, Kansas City, MO 64141

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR CLT DIRECTOR OR PASTOR.
COMMUNION WARE

MAKE THIS EASTER SPECIAL IN YOUR CHURCH

Celebrate this Easter season with these beautiful services.

Designed of the finest quality metal. Fingerprint-resistant anodized finish needs no polishing and will not tarnish. Interlocking trays ensure secure stacking and handling. Trays hold 40 glasses. May be engraved with selected wording at $40 per character.

COMMUNION TRAY

SILVER-TONE BRASS TONE

PAE 500A $26.75 PAE 500AB $25.75

PAE 501A $19.25 PAE 501AB $19.25

PAE 502A $19.75 PAE 502AB $19.75

PAE 503A $25.75 PAE 503AB $25.75

COMMUNION COVER

PAE 504A $25.75 PAE 504AB $19.75

COMMUNION BASE

PAE 505A $19.75 PAE 505AB $19.75

BREAD PLATE

COVERED

PAE 506A $25.75 PAE 506AB $19.75

BREAD PLATE

STACKING

PAE 507A $25.75 PAE 507AB $19.75

PAE 508A $19.75 PAE 508AB $19.75

COMMUNION CUPS

Glasses supplied with covers unless knox specified

GLASSES—clear, rounded inside, heavy bottoms

PAE 44 1/4" high $12.00 for set of 12 for $14.40

PAE 54 1 1/4" high $12.00 for set of 12 for $14.40

PAE 64 1 1/2" high $12.00 for set of 12 for $14.40

GLASSWARE

PLASTIC—Unbreakable, lightweight, noiseless, clear

PAE 164 1 1/4" high (disposable)

1,000 for $17.00 for set of 12

COMMUNION BREAD—Thin, unbleached sections. Four-ounce box serves 1,000 or more.

1/4" by 1/4" Polyethylene inner container helps hold freshness between uses.

PAE 165 Box $4.00

Add 4¢ for handling and postage

Allow up to two weeks (after order received) for delivery of order

ORDER NOW—EASTER IS APRIL 3

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE

P.O. Box 419527 • Kansas City, MO 64141

FOR INFORMATION on Communion lines, Communion cup fillers, offering plates, and other related supplies, consult our 1988 Master Buying Guide. Free upon request.

EVANGELISTS’ SLATES

ARMSTRONG, LEON, LINDA & LANCE: Roanoke, VA

ADAMS, MICHAEL D.: Kissimmee, FL (First), February 1-14; Cocoa, FL (First, p.m.), February 19-28

BALLARD, DON: Reserved, February 21-28; Houston, TX, February 22-28

BAKER, RICHARD C.: Martinez, GA, February 23-28

BENDER EVANGELISTIC PARTY: Reserved, February 21-28

MAKE THIS EASTER SUNDAY BEAUTIFUL WITH THESE INEXPENSIVE SUPPLIES
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McGEE, JERRY: Tehoka, TX (Tehoka), February 1-14; West Monroe, LA (First), February 16-28
MELVIN, L. DOLORES: Irvine, KY, February 12-14
MILLER MINISTRIES INC., WALLY A. CARROLL: MICKEY, BOB; Lamar, CO, February 1-29
MONCK, JIM: Angels Camp, CA February 17-21
MILLS, CARLTON A.: Oxnard, CA (Seamount Zone Crusade), February 2-7; Washington, D.C. (Christian Fellowship Church), February 7, Liberal, KS; February 15-16; Garden City, KS, February 21-28
MILLS, CHARLES R.: Olathe, KS (MidAmerica Zone Holiness Crusade), February 16-21; Dallas, TX (Christian Fellowship Church), February 7, Liberal, KS; February 15-16; Garden City, KS, February 21-28
MOORE, NORMAN: Victorville, CA, February 3-7; San Marcos, TX, February 16-21; Olton, TX, February 23-28
MOSS, UDELL G.: Corpus Christi, TX (Arlington Christian Union), February 23-28
MONAJARI, BERGE A. DORIS: Vallejo, CA (First), February 23-28
MYERS, HAROLD: Winter Park, FL February 2-7; St. Petersburg, FL (First), February 24-28
NEFF, LARRY A. PAT: Ocoee, FL February 9-14; Clearwater, FL (First), February 21-26
OLIVER, L. S.: Palisade, CO, February 21-28
PENDLETON, JOHN P.: Abernathy, TX, February 7-14
PERDUE, NELSON: Mannington, WV, February 3-7; Bakersfield, CA (Brentwood), February 9-14; Plano, TX (First), February 16-21; Brunswick, GA (Wesleyan), February 2-7; Hortense, GA (Wesleyan), February 2-7
PFEIFER, DON: Evangelistic Team, Brazil, IN
RICHARDS, LARRY A. PHYLLIS: Colorado Springs, CO (Springs), February 23-28
ROTH, RONALD W.: Elkhart, IN (First), February 2-7; Bakersfield, CA (Brentwood), February 9-14; Plano, TX (First), February 16-21; Brunswick, GA (Wesleyan), February 2-7; Hortense, GA (Wesleyan), February 2-7
SMITH, DUANE: Titusville, FL, February 2-7; Pampa, TX, February 16-21; Elwood, IN (First Wesleyan), February 2-7
STANIFORTH, KEN: Long Beach, CA (Bixby-North Christian Union), February 21-24
STEVENS, GEORGE E.: Oceola, FL, February 9-14; Jacksonville, FL (Central), February 16-21; Jacksonville, FL (Lem Turner), February 23-28
TAYLOR, CLIFF—FAMILY EVANGELIST: Moses Lake, WA (Northwest Mid-Basin Zone Camp), February 21-26—March 3
TAYLOR, EMMETT E.: Gaylord, KS, February 7-14
TAYLOR, ROBERT W.: Orlando, FL (New Life), February 2-7; Bloomington, IN (Zone Camp Meeting), February 10-14; Dayton, OH (Central), February 16-21; Grand Island, NE, February 24-28
WELCH, BRIAN & DEBI: Kent, WA (Green River Zone Holiness Crusade), February 7-10
WELTON, D. J.: Milliford, PA, February 1-29
WHITE, JANIE: Fitzgerald, GA, February 3; Werner Christian Union, February 23-28
WELLS, GENE: Norfolk, VA (Tidewater Zone Indoor Camp), February 3-7; Harrisonburg, VA, February 15-14; Richmond, VA (Colonial Zone Indoor Camp), February 17-21; Kilgore, TX, February 24-28
WELLS, LINARD O.: McKinney, TX, February 2-7; Dallas, TX (North), February 9-14; Plano, TX (First), February 16-21; Marshall, TX (First), February 23-28
WITHEY, KENNETH: Fort Lee, VA, February 23-28
WITHEY, JANE: Pittsburgh, GA, February 3; Werner Christian Union, February 23-28
WRIGHT, E. GUY: Athens, GA (Philadelphia Wesleyan), February 2-7; Athens, GA (Wesleyan), February 23-28

“Fifty Years of Golden Notes” was the theme of the celebration of 50 years of full-time service in the Church of the Nazarene by Mr. and Mrs. James V. Cook. They were honored with a banquet and special day October 24 by Seymour, Ind., First Church. Shown with the Cooks are his mother, sisters, children, and grandchildren. 

The banquet was attended by 450 persons, including Mayor William Bailey, Seymour, who issued a proclamation of “James V. Cook” day for Seymour; State Representative Baron Hill; District Superintendent B. G. Wiggs; former pastor Miles Simmons of Columbus, Ohio, First Church; Prof. Fred Mund, chairman of Fine Arts Dept., Trevecca Nazarene College, Nashville; pastors and friends from several states in addition to the local congregation. Pastor Roy F. Quanstrom and Farrell Auleman, choir president, served as chairman of the celebration. The Cooks have served as song evangelists; minister of music and pastor's assistant at New Castle, Ind., First Church; Lafayette Park and First Church, St. Louis; Columbus, Ohio, First Church; and Seymour, Ind., First, the latter for more than 18 years. They plan to live in Seymour, enter the field of song evangelism, and conduct music seminars in their semi-retirement years.
YOU CAN'T OUTGIVE GOD

Bring all the tithes into the storehouse so that there will be food enough in my Temple; if you do, I will open up the windows of heaven for you and pour out a blessing so great you won’t have room enough to take it in!
Try it! Let me prove it to you!

MALACHI 3:10, TLB
PUT YOUR MONEY WHERE YOUR HEART IS

With GCLF

How many other ways do you know to earn money while making a contribution to the church? Your GCLF deposit is busy helping churches across the U.S. But at the same time, it's earning you interest at a rate of 6% on a one-year note.*

Oh, we know you can get better interest rates through other institutions. They're in the business to be competitive and can offer you the higher rates to lure your money. But we aren't in the business to make money. Our major dividends are eternal—lives transformed by the love of Christ; lives that are reached as a result of your GCLF dollar.

The General Church Loan Fund—USA. It's more than an investment; it's a ministry.

To participate in this ministry, fill out the deposit slip provided and mail, along with the deposit, to the General Church Loan Fund, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, MO 64131.

*Deposits are made by purchasing General Board Notes in the amount of $100 or more. One-year notes withdrawn before maturity will be adjusted to 5%. Interest rates are subject to change without notice.
To Those Who Gave...

The Board of Pensions and Benefits USA wishes to say “Thank you” to all individuals, local churches, and districts for the compassionate and sacrificial giving last year into the Pensions and Benefits Fund. For the 1986-87 assembly year, 91.47% payment of the fund was realized. This is an increase over the previous year. Your commitment and teamwork enabled the board to serve over 3,000 retired ministers and widows of ministers. In addition to the almost $4.5 million in regular pension checks, over $700,000 was paid last year in “13th month” and “14th month” bonus checks. Only with your continued support can such bonus checks be issued in the future.

Each year, the Pensions office receives hundreds of letters—expressions of gratitude—praising you, the church, for your compassion, remembrances, and caring shown to ministers and their families. Here is one:

“...it was a beautiful service, but what touched me was a stained-glass window of the Good Shepherd carrying a lamb. I felt like Jesus had carried me through the months surrounding my husband’s illness and death. You could tell the mother sheep was glad the Shepherd was helping. I identified that with my church—approving the Shepherd’s care. Our local church and district had responded with visits, calls, prayers, and a generous love offering. Our general church helped with medical bills.

“After my husband’s death, the general church sent a check for triple the basic life insurance because our district had paid 95% of its Pensions and Benefits Fund. This helped me to give my husband a better burial than otherwise possible. The Nazarene medallion I received was mounted on his headstone, since he was so glad to be a Nazarene minister. He is looking at us all from a glorious vantage point, I am sure. As for me, I must go on. As David said, ‘Because the Lord is my Shepherd, I have everything that I need!’”

—A minister’s widow

...Thank You

The “thanks” belong to thousands of Nazarenes throughout the United States and Canada who, through selfless sacrifice, prayer, and ongoing support, make possible the work of the Board of Pensions and Benefits USA.

“Serving Those Who Serve Throughout Their Ministry”
ALABAMA NORTH
DISTRICT PLANTS
THIRD NEW BLACK
CONGREGATION

When the new Alabama North District was organized four years ago, there were no Black Nazarene congregations in the state. In the past two years, three new Black congregations have been planted: the first in Huntsville, December 1985; the second in Bessemer, July 1986; and the third in Birmingham, April 1987.

The new congregation in Birmingham began with several persons finding Christ through Bible studies conducted in homes by Pastor Robert Lanier. The first Sunday School and worship services were held in a large apartment complex fellowship building, with an average of 30 during the first four months.

Dr. Charles Johnson, consultant for Black ministries and pastor of the Meridian, Miss. Fitkin Memorial Church, and his crusade team with Pastor Lanier, conducted a crusade July 6-31, 1987. They canvassed homes for a week and enrolled 75 children and teens for Vacation Bible School. The VBS had an average attendance of 75, and the altar lined night after night with seekers. Twenty-five persons were converted, and at the close of the meeting made commitments to be a part of the new congregation. The new church has averaged 32 in the first six months. District Superintendent B. J. Garber reports plans to organize this new church during January 1988.

NEW CHURCH PLANTED
IN KANSAS CITY BLACK
COMMUNITY

Seven Oaks Church of the Nazarene held its first service in Kansas City as a CTM (church-type mission) July 19, 1987, following an extension Vacation Bible School, an "Inner City Holiness" tent crusade, and a canvassing of the 26,000-resident area of the community around 39th and Jackson Sts. Two hundred home contacts were made, resulting in 85 prospects and an average attendance of 80 in VBS.

Rev. Larry Lott, pastor of the Blue Hills Community Church, the only predominantly Black Church of the Nazarene in Kansas City, worked with the district home mission board in laying plans for this further outreach in the inner city. Rev. Lott and the people spearheaded this project, providing virtually all the personnel for the VBS and the tent crusade, and the Blue Hills Church is currently sponsoring the work.

The Parks and Recreation Department, the Kansas City School Board, and the Seven Oaks Elementary School all made facilities available, either for the tent crusade or for continuing service.

Dr. Clarence Jacobs, pastor of the Brooklyn Miller Memorial Church, was the evangelist for the crusade. Attendance reached 420 on Sunday night.

Preston Miller, a long-time Kansas City resident and an active layman in Blue Hills Church, is serving as the bivocational pastor of Seven Oaks. Working toward ordination, he was formerly Pastor Lott's associate and teacher of the Discovery Class for new Christians.

"Response is slow," says Pastor Miller, but six have made professions of faith. Meeting in a school auditorium without musical instruments is less than ideal. People in this culture expect a church service much different from what we can presently offer, but we are persevering. A choir from Blue Hills Church singing in our worship service is a great addition.

Average attendance has been near 30 for the first two months.

FOR
THE RECORD

Moving Ministers

SCOTT A. ABKE from student, Kansas City, to associate, San Jose (Calif.) First.
KEVIN R. BAIRD from Greentown, Ohio, to Oakland, Calif.
ROBERT A. BARNES from Franklin Centre, Canada, to Orkney, Canada
MICHAEL DAVIS from student, Nampa, Idaho, to associate, San Francisco (Calif) Golden Gate Ministries
ROBERT L. FORD from pastor, Uckian, Calif., to student, Calif.
J. WESLEY GORMAN from Saskatoon (Canada) Taylor Street Community to Winnipeg (Manitoba) Maples
JAMES I. HARRIS from associate, Adrian, Mich., to pastor, Chicago (Ill.) Calvary
GARY A. ISAAC from associate, San Jose (Calif) Valley to pastor, Wilits, Calif.
GREGORY G. JACK to Anderson, Calif.
JAMES D. JOHNSON from Auburn, Ind., to Sacramento, Calif.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Toronto Main Street Church will celebrate its 50th anniversary March 18-30. The church's ministry has resulted in the church extending a cordial invitation to all whose lives have been touched by its ministry, to help celebrate the occasion.

For further information contact Mrs. Maxine Toomey, 359 Main St., Toronto, Ontario M4C 4X6. Also send photos or memorabilia to help in writing the church history to her.

Announcements should reach us three months prior to the date of the event announced.

VITAL STATISTICS


DEATHS


**NEWS OF RELIGION**

FCC DECISION OPENS THE DOOR TO POLLUTION OF THE AIRWAYS

The Federal Communications Commission's (FCC) recent ruling allowing indecent programming between midnight and 6 A.M. was a step backward. The FCC authorized radio and television stations to air vulgarities, including seven “dirty words,” which the Supreme Court has ruled are not protected speech and constitute “indecency.”

The FCC continued prohibiting indecent programming at other times because “there is reasonable risk that children may be in the audience.”

Meanwhile obscene materials continue to be illegal. Obscenity is defined as a narrower set of materials defined as appealing to the prurient interest, depicting patently offensive sexual conduct and lacking scientific, artistic, political, or literary value.

**HIGH COURT EXAMINES TRIBAL WORSHIP DISPUTE**

A long dispute over construction of a highway on land sacred to three American Indian tribes was heard recently by the U.S. Supreme Court. The dispute centers on the proposed construction of a six-mile stretch of highway in Six Rivers National Forest in northern California. The site is part of the "holy country" considered sacred by the Yurok, Karok, and Tolowa tribes. The highway would complete a 55-mile highway that has already cost the U.S. Forest Service $17 million to build.

The Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Association and other plaintiffs have halted completion of the project with a series of court victories. Lower courts have held that building the highway would violate the tribes' constitutional right to free exercise of religion. Those courts have ruled that the land "is indispensable to a significant number of Indian healers and religious leaders as a place where they receive the 'power' that permits them to fulfill the religious roles that are central to the traditional religions."  

Assistant U.S. Solicitor General Andrew J. Pincus warned the Court that if the tribes won this battle it could prompt "hundreds, if not thousands" of similar actions seeking to protect various sacred sites located on federal land.

Attorney Marilyn B. Miles, representing the American Indians, said the disputed site was "central and indispensable" to her clients' free exercise of religion.

**YOUTH FOR CHRIST FOUNDERS, LEADERS WILL GATHER IN CHICAGO**

The founders and leaders of the 43-year-old Youth for Christ (YFC) movement will gather in Chicago in 1988 to celebrate the past and pass on the torch to a new generation of leaders.

Evangelist Billy Graham, founder Dr. Torrey Johnson, and former YFC president Dr. Ted W. Engstrom will head a group of former Youth for Christ leaders at the Celebration of Hope, October 20-23, at Chicago's O'Hare Marriott Hotel.

Youth for Christ is often credited for helping give birth to such organizations as the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, World Vision International, World Opportunities International, TransWorld Radio, Greater Europe Mission, Overseas Crusade, Gospel Films, and other ministries that have shared worldwide evangelism since World War II.

**STUDENTS MUST KNOW BIBLE, SAYS EDUCATION SECRETARY**

Knowledge of the Bible needs to be stressed in schools, Education Secretary William Bennett recently said while addressing a conference of the American Enterprise Institute.

Bennett said knowing the Bible and Shakespeare was more important than knowing the U.S. Constitution, though he criticized schools for failing to focus on any of the three. "It's more important to teach morality that is under the Constitution," explained Bennett, when comparing the importance of the Bible with that of the U.S. Constitution.
SPRING NIROGAS—1988

Nazarene International Retreat Of Golden Agers
UNFORGETTABLE ENRICHMENT EXPERIENCES
for adults age 55 and up

FLORIDA
February 29—March 4
Snowbird NIROGA
Lake Yale, Fla.
Speaker: Dr. William McCumber
Retreat Director: Rev. Jack Dell
Price: $118 per person, double occupancy

OZARK
May 2-6
Eureka Springs, Ark.—
Home of the Great Passion Play
Speaker: Rev. Paul Buchanan
Retreat Director: Rev. Eldon Kirks
Price: $189 per person, double occupancy

FALL NIROGAS—1988

GLORIETA
September 12-17. Near Santa Fe, N.Mex.
This is the original and largest NIROGA

RIDGECREST
September 19-23. Twenty-five miles from Asheville, N.C.
Located near the beautiful Smokies.

ADIRONDACKS
September 26-30. New York—Enjoy the fall foliage while you are treated like a king.

VICTORIA, B.C.
October 10-14. On Vancouver Island at the beautiful Empress Hotel.

ST. SIMONS

For more information or registration folders write or call:
NIROGA, International Church of the Nazarene, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, MO 64131
(816) 333-7000, ext. 497
NAZARENES AMONG THOSE KILLED IN PHILIPPINES DISASTER

At least six Nazarenes were among those killed in what is being called the worst peacetime maritime disaster in history. The accident between a ship and an oil tanker occurred December 20 in the Philippines. Only 26 survived with possibly as many as 3,600 lost.

All of the Nazarenes who lost their lives were members of the Eastern Visayas District. They included: Ilma Cabanoang, pastor of the Borongan church and district secretary; Candelaria Garcia, a pastor and 1986 graduate of Visayas Nazarene Bible College; Anastacia Ventura, who also lost two children, Joan and Jennifer, in the accident; and Vickye Baris, of the Balangkayan Church.

A memorial service was held for the victims.

MAC REGION PLANS FOR 412 CHURCHES

The MAC (Mexico, Central America) Region has announced plans to establish 412 fully organized churches before the 1989 General Assembly, according to Raymond W. Hurn, responsible general superintendent for the region. “The Thrust to Mexico City has been an encouragement to all the churches of the region,” said Hurn.

A direct result of the Mexico City Thrust is the decision by the churches of Monterrey, Mexico, to hold an unofficial Thrust in 1988. MAC Regional Director Jerry Porter has announced the following goals for “Monterrey ’88”: 69 preaching points, 34 church-type missions, and 12 organized churches.

FORMER MICHIGAN DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT DIES

Fred Hawk, 76, former superintendent of the Michigan District, died December 24, at his home in Brooksville, Fla. He had suffered a heart attack at the age of 36, and then had two more before undergoing bypass surgery three years ago. He had been in poor health for the past year and had grown progressively weaker after contracting the flu.

Funeral services were conducted by Central Florida District Superintendent J. V. Morsch December 27 at the First United Methodist Church of Brooksville. Hawk served as associate minister of visitation at the church for about six years.

Survivors include his wife, Mary Birchard Hawk; 3 daughters, Freda McGrew, Marilyn Wilson, and Beverly Chapin; 13 grandchildren; and 7 great-grandchildren.

Hawk was a graduate of Olivet Nazarene University and held the D.D. degree from that institution. He had also served as a member of the General Board.

The year of the Thrust to the Cities of Los Angeles and New York City officially has begun. Church planters and district pastors and laymen have been working together for more than a year to make a concerted effort to spread the gospel message in the two largest cities in the United States.

New York City has established a goal of 5,500 new Christians, 23 new churches, and 10 compassionate ministry projects. Los Angeles plans to establish 30 new churches.

“The kick-off of the Los Angeles and New York Thrusts is an exciting moment in the progress of working with these two cities,” said Michael Estep, Thrust to the Cities director. “Because of the additional preparation time we have had with these two districts, we are able to see significant results of their efforts even as we officially begin the Thrust year. Twenty-four new works have already been started in New York and 16 are underway in Los Angeles.”

MARRAVICH DIES IN BASKETBALL GAME AT PASADENA FIRST CHURCH

Former NBA star Pete Maravich, 40, died of an apparent heart attack in the gym at Pasadena First Church January 5. He had just finished three games of “four on four” basketball with James Dobson and some friends when he collapsed. Efforts to revive him were futile. He was pronounced dead shortly before 9:30 AM.

Gary Lydick, a spokesman for Dobson’s “Focus on the Family,” said Maravich’s last words were, “I’m really feeling good.”

Maravich was in Los Angeles for an interview on Dobson’s radio program and to work on a screenplay being made about his basketball prowess.

Dobson said, “Our only comfort at a time like this is to know that Pete is with the Lord.”

Maravich is survived by his wife, Jackie, and sons, Jason, 8, and Joshua, 5. The family resides in Covington, La.
ENJOYING CREATION

MAKE IT A VBS SUMMER

A Full Program of Activities

SINGING! CRAFTS! BIBLE STORIES! RECREATION! FELLOWSHIP!

Start Plans Now!

1988 VBS INTRODUCTORY PACKET
Director's Handbook, promotional ideas, and samples of everything needed for planning a successful VBS. PAV-488
a $20.65 value for ONLY $16.95
Add 4% for handling and postage

1988 VBS CATALOG
See the copy sent to your pastor or FREE upon request

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
POST OFFICE BOX 419527
KANSAS CITY, MO 64141

Prices subject to change without notice.